
 Business Interruption Webinar 4 – What are the 
most common Business Interruption mistakes & 
how can they be avoided? 
 

 

Please find below the questions and answers from the webinar. 

 

Q: How do you allow for the Insured making a loss? Can you just insure the fixed and semi-variable 

costs of the business? 

IF a business has a downward financial trend then the amount of cover paid may be adjusted to 

reflect those trends. When looking at a Gross Profit cover however, it is important to note this is 

insurance terminology only & many factors go into calculating the sum insured for this including 

calculation of fixed costs. A properly set up BI policy will still cover those cost in the event on an 

interruption. 

Q: can you advise at what time the BI cover kicks in, from the date of the incident or the date of 

acceptance of the claim these dates are not always the same. also what happens if the indemnity 

period is exhausted and the claim is still proceeding?  

The BI claim will kick in from the time that the business trading is interrupted/interfered with – the 

damage needs to occur in the period of insurance. In virtually every claim we see, this is at the time 

damage occurs or immediately after the damage. If there have been differences in these dates, this 

is usually for very minor damage (i.e. damage is such that the premises can still operate 

uninterrupted but in the future we may need to close down for a week or 2 to carry out permanent 

repairs). Once the Indemnity period ceases then cover is no longer available – that being said it may 

take a while after the indemnity period exposures to actually settle the payable component of the 

loss as we verify the claim.  

Q: If the insured selects a 6-month indemnity period should we still insure the full Gross Profit sum 

insured?  

Yes, the insured needs to declare a 12-month figure as we know that in many cases businesses will 

have peak trading periods hence halving the sum insured does not accurately reflect that business’ 

true exposures. When selecting a 6 month IP, the price will be lower than that for a 12 month IP on  
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same sum insured. Note if income is constant, then considering insuring Weekly Income may be 

worthwhile. 

Q: Clients ask about Business Impact Assessments and develop BCPlans and what effect will this 

have on premium and claims?  

IF a client has developed mitigation strategies we are happy to look at these & where we can see 

that the risk has been well managed, we can consider pricing relief on the BI section. 

Q: Are there working examples of the GP calculations and examples of uninsured working 

expenses 

The LMI website provides some great information on these aspects already so we would recommend 

using this. For those who don’t have access, we will look to build a calculation sheet to assist. 

Q: Do you find that clients in the professional services industries (i.e. accountants, lawyers) take 

out the Gross Profit cover under the BI section (i.e. they take out AICOW and CPC only)?  

We certainly do see a much higher percentage of Professional services take out AICOW cover only as 

opposed to other occupations although the difference is around 5% only. As a call out, we would 

remind you that AICOW cover only provides cover for Additional Expenditure that a business incurs, 

it does not provide cover for other costs where cover is available under BI (i.e. payroll cover). 

Q: The accountant are 12 months behind with the P & L accounts, would we be able to use BAS 

GST Declarations 

If you work through the LMI Bi Calculator it specifically addresses this issue, these are fine to use 

although you still need to ensure you adjust for business trends going forward. 
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Q: I have a client whose T/O reduced from 8m to 5m. The GP was calculated on the P/L on the $8m 

figure. I have calculated a lower figure which is similar to the reduction in T/O approx. $2.5m less. 

Is this correct?  

Without having a full consideration of the facts, it is difficult to comment on this question. If the 

insureds turnover has reduced it is critical that you complete a full re-calculation on the sum insured, 

including re-assessment of fixed costs  

Q: One common error from the insurer side is the inability to obtain BI for Mobile Trades 

Businesses where they do not have access MD cover. Ability to obtain a BI component under the 

Gen Prop section only would be a great advantage for these clients 

General Property is a trigger for BI cover. The policy will respond where interruption or interference 

is as a result of damage to those items insured. 

Q: Is the relocation cost part of the standard BI coverage? Or it's an additional benefit under BI 

section (with additional premium)  

A BI policy can potentially pick up relocation costs where those costs are additional expenditure that 

has been incurred to reduce or minimise a drop in T/O. Where those costs actually achieve a saving 

that is greater than the loss of gross profit or revenue avoided (i.e. spending $25K to relocate to 

alternative premises saves a $50K profit claim) these are automatically covered under the Gross 

Profit/Revenue cover.  If those costs are necessarily incurred but the relocation cost is greater than 

the claim saving (i.e. we spend $50K in re-location which achieves a profit saving of $25K), these 

would only be paid if AICOW is taken. 
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Q: When will CGU look to include BI cover under the Business Pack for Machinery Breakdown, 

rather than needing to take out a separate MB policy to access this cover?  

This is not on our radar in the immediate future. This is partly due to technology restraints & it also 

recognises that on occasion we require a manual underwriting approach which is not always suited 

to SME transactions. We are able to offer a standalone machinery breakdown cover which includes a 

BI component. Note that on Padlock, the BI section will respond to Machinery Breakdown where 

insured under the Padlock policy. 

Q: what are the average claims paid amounts for professional fees 

This is a difficult stat to call up as within our SME policies there are automatic claims preparation 

costs that are covered. For many of our smaller claims, we will not record a loss against claims 

preparation costs so our average claims stat may be inflated. We have very few claims in this 

respect, they tend to apply in significant loss scenarios. 

Q: Is there a relationship between GP and aicow 

AICOW covers additional expenditure items that are not recoverable elsewhere under a BI policy. 

Q: If you have a start-up business, and they take business interruption cover, how often should 

this be revised to ensure that they don’t unintentionally become underinsured?  

This can be a difficult area to consider as new business start-ups can have varying goals & will take 

differing times to achieve their end targets on turnover. We would imagine that in most cases, the BI 

sum insured has been set taking into consideration a business plan that the insured has created.  Our 

best advice would be regular catch ups about how they may be tracking to that plan & where there 

is significant variance to the plan, that may be a flag to re-consider sums insured. It may be that 

setting up a Revenue basis makes this process easier. 
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Q: Is it possible to have a draft letter outlining benefits etc. to existing clients to review B/I and to 

recommend for new clients 

This is something we can consider; we would recommend you discuss this with your BRM & we can 

work through how we may be able to further assist you to encourage more of your customers to 

take BI cover.  

Q: How is it best to determine which section of the BI cover will apply best to the client needs? 

Part A - Insurable Gross Profit or part B or Part C?  

In our 2nd webinar we have provided some key considerations to help determine what is the most 

appropriate cover to take to meet your clients’ needs. The link to this is provided below - 

http://cgul.ink/BI2 

 

 

 


